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Definition of a Good Practice "A good practice is simply a process or a methodology that represents the most effective way of achieving a specific objective ...” SDC Knowledge Management Toolkit, 2004
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Guide to Good Practice in Grey Literature

1. Search for existing templates

2. Draft two templates
   - Proposed
   - Published

3. Divide by Section, Tag record fields

4. Include Lead texts embedded lists, help screens
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Guide to Good Practice in Grey Literature

- Submission
- Initial notification
- System check
- Final notification
- New featured item
- Search & browse
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Guide to Good Practice in Grey Literature

Acquisition

Content Analysis

Uses and Applications
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The GreyGuide Collections become 5:

- GG-Proposed Good Practice
- GG-Published Good Practice
- GL-Conference Proposal
- GSI-GreySource Index
- WHOIS-Who is in Grey Literature
- IDGL-International Directory

Our project team would greatly welcome the help of librarians and library students in the acquisition of records for these GreyGuide Collections. For those interested, please contact info@greynet.org.
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Thanks for your attention

Input are welcome
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